Evaluating spatial hearing with synchronized cochlear
implant processors in the free-field
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PURPOSE
●

Investigate the impact of using synchronized bilateral cochlear implant processors on free-field spatial
hearing by objective measurements of processor outputs and perceptual testing.

INTRODUCTION
●

Bilateral cochlear implant (BiCI) users do not rely on interaural time differences (ITDs) for free-field sound localization
and spatial release from masking when using clinical processors [1-4].

●

Yet BiCI users demonstrate sensitivity to ITDs when measured with tightly controlled desktop research processors [5-7].

●

Desktop research processors use synchronized hardware for precision timing across the ears, and offer more control to
researchers than clinical processors, but cannot be tested in free-field [8]:
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Figure 1: Cochlear implant (CI) systems have external “processor” with microphone behind ear and internal “implant” that stimulates
auditory nerve. L = Left and R = Right. Research devices can control both internal devices with same hardware.

●

Newer portable research processors such as the ciPDA, and its successor, the CCi-MOBILE, offer opportunities to
compare the use of synchronized and unsynchronized processors for free-field, real-time spatial hearing.

●

There is no guarantee that the timing between two clinical processors is synchronized, and it is not clear what impact this
lack of synchronization has on BiCI spatial hearing performance.

●

To understand the potential impact of synchronization, we highlight the necessity of combining objective measurements
of processor outputs with measurements from BiCI users when performing a perceptual task using these devices.

OBJECTIVE MEASUREMENTS
METHODS
The following steps were implemented for objective measurements of processor outputs:
●

For Measurements: A sinusoidal signal was presented to a left-right pair of electrodes from clinical or research processors.
Stimulation output was recorded with a National Instruments (Austin, TX) data acquisition card (NI USB-6343) [9-11].

●

For Simulations: Unsynchronized processors were modeled as a simple random sampling of the difference of uniform
distributions of the pulse period for a given channel. Calculated as a function of “N-maxima” active on the processor.

●

Processors Measured: Freedom® and Nucleus 5® processors (Cochlear, Ltd.) and the ciPDA research platform.

RESULTS
Example simulations:
●

Figure 2 shows simulations of processor
outputs for (a) perfect synchronization, (b)
constant offset between processors, and
(c) jitter between processors.

Figure 2: Simulations of (a) perfect synchronization, (b) constant offset and (c) jitter.
ciPDA

Example measurements:
●

Figure 3 shows that, between the three
processor types measured, the ciPDA is the
only one to demonstrate synchronization.

Figure 3: Examples of outputs from each type of measured CI processor.

Summary Simulations and Measurements:
●

Figure 4(a) shows that for simulated
processors, at 900 pulses per second, the
expectation for offset is 370 μs.

●

Figure 4(b) demonstrates that simulated
interaural coherence decreases as
interaural jitter increases.

●

Figure 4(c) shows that unsynchronized
processors have non-zero offset close to
the simulated value. Freedom and N5
processors had 338 μs and 378 μs of
offset, respectively.

●

Figure 4(d) shows that there was very little
jitter (high coherence) for the synchronized
processor (ciPDA) and varying amounts of
jitter for the unsynchronized processors
(N5 and Freedom).

Figure 4: Characterizing synchronization by (a) stimulating constant offset, (b) simulating
jitter, (c) measuring constant offset, (d) measuring jitter in processors.

PERCEPTUAL MEASUREMENTS
METHODS
●
●

●

●

Participants: Ten post-lingually deafened BiCI users with
documented sensitivity to binaural cues, see Table 1.
Sound localization:
○ Locations: 19 loudspeakers on a 1.2 m radius arc
positioned in 10 degree increments in a sound booth.
○ Stimuli: of 4 pink noise bursts (duration 170 ms, 50 ms
inter-stimulus interval) presented at 50 dB SPL.
○ Level (±4 dB) and spectral roving were applied [4,12].
○ 15 total presentations per stimulus.
Spatial release from masking (SRM):
○ Target was a consonant-nucleus-consonant word
spoken by a male talker, presented at 50 dB SPL.
○ Maskers began and ended 250 ms before and after the
target word and were two different Harvard IEEE
sentences spoken by a female talker.
○ Speech reception thresholds (SRTs) were measured
using an adaptive 2-down 1-up algorithm [13].
○ Target was presented from front, with maskers either:
■ Co-located from front loudspeaker or
■ Symmetrically separated at ±90°.
○ SRM = SRTCo-located – SRTSymmetric.
○ Two listeners (IDs: ICO and ICF) did not complete
testing on these conditions due to time constraints.

ID

Age

Pulse
Rate
(pps)

100 pps
JND
(us)

Implant Type
(L/R)

External
Processor
(L/R)

IAJ

70

1200

240

CI24M/CI24R

FRE/FRE

IAZ

81

L1200,
R900

N/A

CI24RE (CA)

N5

IBF

63

900

23

CI24RE

N6

IBK

74

900

58

CI24R/CI24RE

N5/FRE

IBO

49

1200

100

CI512/CI24RE

N5

IBY

51

900

97

CI24RE/CI512

FRE/N5

ICB

64

1800

193

CI24RE

N5

ICF

72

900

415

CI512

N5

ICJ

65

900

160

CI512

N5

ICO

33

900

605

CI24RE (CA)

N5

Table 1: Participant information. Just noticeable differences (JND)
measured with best single electrode pair [12].

Statistical analysis:
○ Sound localization: paired-sample t-test comparing error from use of synchronized vs. unsynchronized processors.
○ SRM: paired-sample t-test comparing SRM from use of synchronized vs. unsynchronized processors.
○ SRTs: mixed effects model with listener as random effect and masker configuration, type of synchronization as fixed.

RESULTS
Sound Localization
Figure 5 shows root mean square (RMS) error for
synchronized and unsynchronized processors:
●

Mean RMS errors was comparable between
synchronized (29.7º ±6.9º SD) and
unsynchronized (30.8º ±8.9º SD)
processors.

●

A two-sided paired-sample t-test revealed
no difference between conditions [t(9) =
0.4140, p = 0.69].

●

Five out of ten listeners (within the blue
triangle) had smaller RMS errors with the
synchronized processors than with
unsynchronized processors.

Figure 5: RMS error. Error bars demonstrate mean and standard deviation.
Listeners in blue region performed better with synchronized processors.

Speech Unmasking
Figure 6 shows spatial release from masking per
individual:
●

Mean SRM was 4.96 dB (±3.98 SD) for
synchronized (ciPDA) and 3.16 dB (±1.68 SD)
for unsynchronized (clinical) processors.

●

A two-sided paired-sample t-test revealed no
difference between conditions [t(7)=-1.36, p =
0.2148].

●

Two listeners had more than 3 dB of SRM with
synchronized processors, a clinically significant
improvement [14].

Figure 6: Total SRM. Error bars demonstrate mean and standard deviation.
Listeners in blue region performed better with synchronized processors..

Figure 7 shows speech reception thresholds:

Figure 7: Speech reception thresholds. Error bars indicate standard
deviation. Horizontal bars indicate that the two connected conditions are
statistically different.

●

Estimated marginal mean of 4.17 dB and 1.51
dB with synchronized and unsynchronized
processors, respectively.

●

Significant effects due to synchronization of
device [F(1,128) = 59, p < 0.001] and spatial
configuration [F(1,128) = 29, p < 0.001].

●

No interaction between processor condition
and spatial configuration [F(1,128) = 0.43, p =
0.51].

●

Post hoc tests reveal a significant difference
due to processor condition [(t(128) = -7.7, p <
0.001].

●

Significant difference in SRT scores due to
spatial configuration [(t(126) = 4.9, p < 0.001].

DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS
●

Objective measurements revealed that clinical processors were unsynchronized, introducing interaural
coherence, while the research processors were synchronized, introducing little measurable offset or jitter.

●

Perceptual measurements showed that the difference in stimulation output between synchronized and
unsynchronized processors did not translate to a difference in performance due to synchronization for sound
localization and spatial release from masking.

●

However, despite no difference in spatial release from masking, listeners had worse speech reception thresholds
with synchronized processors than unsynchronized processors. This suggests that synchronization may impact
speech understanding in ways not yet explored.

●

Though synchronization did not appear to improve spatial hearing, synchronization is likely a prerequisite for
accurate representation of binaural cues like ITDs. Novel sound processing algorithms in addition to
synchronization may be needed so that listeners that can take advantage of the superior synchronization of
research processors.
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